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Gigi R Designs
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www.atticneedlework.com

December Sampler of the Month
Another stunning sampler from Gigi. I am honored to
present this latest adapted reproduction, where much
of the freehand embroidery has been replaced by
cross stitch. I love this sampler, its charming motifs, its
verses, especially the top one, Revenge is a pleasure only to
a mean spirit (which is stitched over two) ~ the words
inside the heart cartouche, Maria Cooper completed this
work (at Hambledon;) March 3, A.D. 1790, as well as The
Serpent beguil’d me, and I did eat, words on either side of
the tree of knowledge are over one thread.

Here is information about this sampler that is
included in the chart:
This is an adapted reproduction of an antique English
sampler, dated 1790. The sampler was embroidered by Maria
Cooper from Hambledon. Maria’s sampler is filled with lovely
motifs including the Sun and The Moon, Adam and Eve, a
shepherd with sheep, a lovely house, two cherubs holding a heart
shaped cartouche with Maria’s name and date, two checkerwinged birds and most strikingly – a lady holding a flower and
a dancing man. The man’s clothing and his black face suggest
that he might be a Morris dancer.
Morris dance is a form of English folk dance usually
accompanied by music. It is based on rhythmic stepping and the
execution of choreographed figures by a group of dancers,
usually wearing bell pads on their shins. Sometimes dancers
carry swords or sticks (like on Maria’s sampler). This dance
apparently arose as part of a wider 15th-century European
fashion for supposedly "Moorish" spectacle, which also left
traces in Spanish and Italian folk dance. The earliest references
place the Morris dance in a courtly setting, but with time the
dance became part of performances for the lower classes.
(continued on page 2)
During December save 15% on your
purchase of 2 of the following:
* Chart $27
* Hand-Dyed Lakeside Linen (price depends
on the count and margins ~ 40c w/2-inch
margins is $45)
* Gloriana silks, $168 ~ Tudor silks (best for
45c and higher), $110.25
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More about Gigi R’s “The Morris Dancer”
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(continued from page 1)
The verse at the top of the sampler says: “Revenge is a
pleasure only to a mean spirit.” In the heart-shaped cartouche
Maria stitched, “Maria Cooper completed this work, (at
Hambledon;) March 3, A.D. 1790.” On both sides of the
cartouche she worked, “Have Faith in God” but next to the
tree of the knowledge, “The Serpent beguil’d me, and I did
eat.”
Maria’s sampler was embroidered on very fine linen
with silk threads. Sampler was partly worked in cross stitch
and counted satin stitch, but Maria used also quite some free
hand stitching to complete figures of the lady, the Morris
dancer, cherubs and birds.
In our adapted reproduction we have replaced most of
the freehand stitching with the cross stitch, while counted
satin parts were retained, trying to stay as close to the original
as possible.
Since Maria’s sampler was firmly attached to the
wooden boards, colors were selected from the front side. Some
colors may have faded or changed over the time. So, for
example, the dark grey (Pamlico) initially has been purple.
The threads on the dress of the lady were partially gone, but
remains suggested it might have had pale blue or mint tint.

Above, the top skein is the dark grey cotton called out
in the Thread Legend ~ the purple is my substitution,
as purple is suggested in the chart verbiage as being
the initial color, before fading changed it over time.

The overdyed silk conversion sans 2 colors on the linen we selected.

The purple I started with was too light, afraid the
words wouldn’t be readable, so a darker color was
chosen ~ and I love the substitute for the brown

Above, the top skein is the pinkish brown cotton called out
in the Thread Legend, and it is found in the sampler
primarily in the trefoil border. There is a great deal of
this color, and I wanted it to be more colorful as I assume
it once was in the sampler before the ravages of time, so I
changed it to the silk color on the bottom. I really wasn’t
looking forward to stitching the whole border in brown,
despite the fact that it is a lovely brown, as lovely as a
brown can be. I prefer a bit more color.
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Clockwise from above: “Mary A. Bunce 1846” $22 ~ “The Lady in Red Spinning
Her Wool” $22 (see Carolyn’s beautiful finish of this sampler on page 25) ~ “The
Red Deer Sampler” $22 (see Trudy’s gorgeous finish of this sampler on page 25)
each of these a favorite for different reasons, the lovely bird, the red & the
animals, and the red, and the deer and the floral motifs, and the beautiful border!
“The Betrothed W&E September 1889” is another of Gigi’s
stunning reproductions, this one honoring a wedding.
The reproduction is charted for overdyed cottons from
both Classic Colorworks and The Gentle Art for the colors shown
on the front and also the brighter colors on the back. We
have done a silk conversion to the colors shown on the front.
The chartpack includes alternative color lists, one for the
more faded front side and another for the more bright and
colorful back side. As usual, I fell in love with the front, and
that’s how we keyed our silk conversion.
The chart is $24; linen prices vary depending on the
count ~ the design size on 40c is 17 x 13.5; overdyed silk
conversion, $172; Tudor silks, $126.
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“Sampler Frisian 1750” $19, 126 x 235 ~ charted
for 7 hand-dyed cottons, we’ve done a conversion
to silks, as we’ve done for each of these. Some of
the recent releases have 2 silk conversions, one also
in Tudor for stitching on 45c & 52/60c linens.

“The Rose Wreath Sampler” (C. Matthews 1841),
300w x 427h, one of the most stunning of all, $24

“Susie Pierce 1889” $19

“Elizabeth Read Sampler” $24

“Sweet Adeline 1873” $15
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“The Polka Dot Cow Sampler (Ann Harding 1811)” $24

“Maria, Joseph and the Donkey” $24

“Sampler Chanson d’Automne”
aka “Autumn’s Song” $22
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The Stunning “Altar” Samplers from Gigi
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And I love each one of these. I want to finish them all (which means, as you’ve seen, I’ve started each one) in this lifetime! But I started them
on 40c linen, and currently I’m totally captured by the 52/60 linens, so I’m not quite sure what I will do: wait for this to pass or . . . ???

“Anne Lansac” $24 ~ and the best thing about this chart: Page
16 includes a legend/key for the “Instruments of the Passion,”
the motifs included in Anne’s sampler, objects associated with
the Passion of Christ in Christian symbolism and art.

“Virginie Grimoux 1845” $17

Love this closeup of the
antique!
Well,
actually, I LOVE
this sampler!
Love the colors,
the motifs, and
even the border!

“Anne Auriol” $22
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Customer Appreciation/Stitch-In, Thursdays, 4 - 8 PM For as
long as I can remember, The Attic has been open on Thursday nights
and, along with that, provides the setting for customers to gather to
share their needlework with others. This is an opportunity for me to
host a weekly time with our customers, to show them the newest and
greatest, preview new designs and great needlework stuff, and also see
what you’re stitching! As a valued customer, you are invited to join us!

December

7

January
2016

As a thank-you to our Attic Addicts Club members,
for your loyalty and patronage throughout the year,
once during December enjoy a one-time 15%-off
shopping spree. A family member may use this for giftgiving from your favorite needlework shop ;-)
Saturday, December 5, 10:30-12:30 Beginning Linen
This class is appropriate for both beginning stitchers and
anyone wishing to refine their skills. The class project is
Linda/Needlemade Designs’s Tulip needlebook
design, and the $30 fee includes her expert instruction +
materials. Class fee is due upon registration.

Here is an image of the mattress-style
pincushion that’s a part of Theresa Baird’s
Symposium project. The cherries and the
head of the bird are done in Spiral Trellis.

Saturday, December 19, 1 - 4 ~ Our Annual Kris Kringle Party.
Hopefully by this date
Sunday,
you will have
November
all of your Holiday
15, Sampler
preparations done
and will be ready forSunday,
a relaxing
1 -and
4 This
fun afternoon!
is our last Special
gathering
Seasonal
of
sweet
treats and the Attic’s
sampler
famouslovers
fruit punch
for this+year,
ornament
. Refreshments
exchange for those
wishing to participate. Please register for our planning purposes. Come
early, if you wish, and bring your stitching!

February
2016

Finishing Deadlines
Stocking & pillow finishing ~ The deadline has passed,
and any finishing for these items now has a premium added,
which increases as we get closer to the Holidays, and doubling
after Thanksgiving.
Framing ~ Custom Frames ~ Deadline has passed
Ready-Made Frames, Saturday, December 12

Our Holiday Hours
Thursday, Dec 24, Close at 2 p.m.
Friday, Dec 25, Christmas Day, Closed
Thursday, Dec. 31, Close at 2 p.m.
Friday, Jan 1, New Year’s Day, Closed

Our 2016 Junipine Retreat is scheduled for 3
PM Thursday thru Sunday noon, February 25 28, and as always, it is a waiting-list event. But
please get on our waiting list if you’re interested
because, as we’ve seen in past years, life happens
and there are cancellations. The dates have been
reserved with the resort ~ more details to follow.

Merry Cox’s Ophelia . . .

June
2016

We only have a few BCRF cookbooks left!
Support a great cause (all net proceeds go to breast cancer
research) by buying a copy(s) of the Recipes for a Cure
cookbook for a donation of $14.95 (or more) with fabulous timetested recipes as well as complimentary designs from 11 designers.

. . . Parts 1 & 2 are coming to The Attic the weekend
of June 24 -26, 2016. Full details on pages 9 & 10.
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Our 2016 Stitch-Along from The Scarlet Letter
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We are privileged to have on exhibit this stunning sampler ~ the photos try to capture its beauty!

Details about this
sampler on the
following page.
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Mary Hammand 1732 ~ Here’s what Marsha says about this stunning
reproduction:
In the early eighteenth century samplers began to evolve from long vertical bands into more
rectangular shapes. They began to incorporate more pictorial and scenic images and scenes
such as those found on seventeenth century canvas and stumpwork pictures. Alphabets,
numerals and verses prevailed but the sampler evolved both as an exercise in needlework
technique as well as a vehicle for creative artistic expression. Common themes were scenes
based on biblical stories, but the popularity of bucolic, pastoral scenes increased. Mary
Hammand's sampler/canvas work piece melds these themes with a traditional sampler at
the center surrounded by pastoral images on either side of it.
It's interesting to note that she spelled the surname of her parents "Hamond" and
her surname "Hammand"---perhaps attributable to her lack of delight in learning?
Stitches used in the sampler include cross stitch over one and two threads of linen,
counted satin, back and eyelet.
A special kit discount of 10% is available if you purchase all of the kit parts,
chart ($42) + linen (price varies depending on count) + AVAS silks ($184.90)

Right, the original,
housed in the Wisconsin
H i s t o r i c a l S o c i e t y,
which I was privileged
to see in person on a
visit there in July 2012.

I’m reluctant to show you this photo because it
just doesn’t represent the true linen color with the
silks. It is a lovely soft green from Lakeside, and the
choice of several for this stunning reproduction.

Here’s the Wisconsin Historical Society’s online description:
Dark linen ground; completely cross-stitched in silk threads of green, blue, red, white,
brown, and yellow; alphabet at top; pictoral border of greens, reds and tans: a girl with a
sheep at her feet in the lower right corner, a boy with a dog at his feet in the lower left corner,
trees and birds up the sides, solid floral border at top and bottom; some eyelet stitches;
inscriptions: "Gods Love and goodness/ has been shown in sending fro/m his blessed throne
his/ blessed only son to die that w/e the race might run. *MH*/The days of our years are
threescore years and/ ten and if by reason of strength they be foursco/re years yet is their
strength labour and sorrow/ for it is soon cut off and we fly away. Psalm/ the XC verse
the 10./Delight in learning soon will b/ring a child to learn the hard/est thing./Mary
Hammand Her S/amplar [sic] Aged 11 years November t/he 19th 1732."
Object History
The completely stitched ground indicates the sampler was made in England.
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Merry Cox’s Ophelia Workshops in June 2016

The weekend schedule with workshop prices:
Friday, June 24, 5 - 9 pm (beginning with a light supper at 5:00) ~ Ophelia I ~ $450
Saturday, June 25, 9 - 4 pm (with a lunch break at 12:00) ~ Ophelia I (continued)
Saturday night, 5:00-??, Wine & Food Reception at the shop open to all workshop participants RSVP
Sunday, June 26, 9 - 4 pm (with lunch at 12:00) ~ Ophelia II ~ $375
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To register for these workshops,
please email me at any of the email
addresses you have for me, and I will
email you the registration form.

I am honored to introduce you to Merry’s Ophelia and publish photos, workshop prices, and hotel information for this very special Attic event. We are
privileged to host Merry & Ophelia the weekend of June 24-26 at the Hyatt Place in Mesa, located just 15 minutes from our new Attic, with shuttle
service available to and from the shop. Reservations with the hotel can be made by calling 888-492-8847 or 480-969-8200. You must ask for the “Attic
Needlework” group rate (King or Queen $99) or go online to http://www.phoenixmesa.place.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html These rates are
available 3 days pre and post the weekend for any of you who wish to come early or stay longer. The rates include a deluxe continental breakfast,
unlimited high-speed Internet access, 24-hour access to the StayFit@Hyatt fitness room and e-room business center, and use of the swimming pool, 9hole executive putting green, and shuttle service within a five-mile radius upon availability.

Ophelia’s Journey (Part I) by Merry Cox

Meet Ophelia Grace Whetherspoon, a
beautifully handcrafted and hand-painted 9”
wooden doll by famous miniature toymaker
Eric Horne of England. His museum-quality
toys and dolls are the heirlooms of tomorrow
and are highly sought after by collectors today.
His talent has been featured in numerous
magazine articles and his work is represented in
museums. Merry actually went to Eric’s home
in England to meet him personally.
Ophelia is reminiscent of the European peg
wooden family dolls dating from the mid to late
l800’s. Popular authors of the day, such as
Florence Upton and Nora Pitt-Taylor, wrote
about the adventures of these delightful Dutch
dolls. This type of wooden doll was called
penny wooden, wooden peg, Dutch doll, plain
Betty, Woodentop or Gretchen.

In addition to the very collectible and beautifully handcrafted doll, your kit for Ophelia I includes her
hand-painted trunk and “wallpaper,” all stitching and finishing materials for dress, slip and pantaloons,
needleroll, sampler, dame school book and commemorative piece, plus a couple of surprises.

You will make Ophelia’s dress out of a lovely
silk fabric with antique trim. Her petticoat and
pantaloons will be made out of vintage eyelet
fabrics. Her hand-painted “trunk” will be lined
with “wallpaper.” You will make stitch samples
for her “Practical Sewing” dame schoolbook.
You will also stitch her sampler and her
needleroll plus make a commemorative piece.
Of course, Merry has to keep some secrets and
her story until their journey to Mesa, but she
will tell you she is in her 15th year of age…..

(Please note the table, chair, smalls on the table and dog in picture are not included but some will be
available for purchase at the workshops.)

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Ophelia’s Journey (Part II)
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Ophelia would like to share her love of needlework and
quilt making with some very special pieces. She has created
three beautiful quilts (you can make one, two or all three
quilts); a wonderful wool penny rug, and her new sampler in
a working frame. In addition to all the wonderful items for
Ophelia, you will stitch a lovely commemorative sewing
case complete with pinkeep and scissors and lined with the
same beautiful silk as Ophelia’s dress. On the back of the
sewing case, you will stitch Ophelia’s travels. The sewing
case is housed in a very special and unusual shaker keepsake
box (the box measures 9 ½” x 5” x 2”).

Kit for Ophelia II includes materials for 3 quilts, wool
penny rug and new sampler including working frame,
plus stitching and finishing materials for commemorative
sewing case including scissors and keepsake shaker box.
(Please note the chair and quilt rack in picture are not
included but some will be available for purchase at the
workshop.)
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Ophelia Grace Whetherspoon by Merry Cox
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Ophelia is so busy decorating for Christmas. It is such a
special time of the year to reflect and give thanks. She is
very excited to show you what she is making for her
grandmother, Grace Whetherspoon. Her grandmother
has taught her so many fine needlework skills from the
time she was a very small child. She just marveled at the
3 quilts Ophelia recently made from the beautiful French
General fabrics. So Ophelia decided that a quilt for her
grandma would be the perfect Christmas gift. All the
piecing is finished with the borders sewed on and all that
is left to do is the quilting and the binding and under the
tree it will go! Can you only imagine how pleased and
excited her grandma will be on Christmas morning?

What an exquisite gift Ophelia has made for her grandma.

Now that the quilt is finished, Ophelia is turning her
attention to finishing the decorations on her tree.

And next year some of you will have your own
Ophelia to add to your Christmas memories.
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Friday, January 15, 2016, 9 AM - 4 PM
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Cottage by the Sea Sewing Set ~ Workshop Fee $260
Cottage by the Sea Sewing Set was inspired by the beautiful and quaint
thatched roof cottages dotting the landscape of the British Isles, and the
climbing roses often found meandering around the doors, windows and
garden gate of the cottage. The set is designed to be housed in an
optional Nantucket Victorian basket* and consists of a thread holder; set
of 3 stacking biscornus/pincushions; ruler; scissors sheath; scissors fobs;
basket fob, and huswif with removable needlebook. The huswif contains
a mattress-style pincushion, scissors pocket for petite scissors, and a spot
to hold a small removable needlebook.
Specialty stitches used are Petite Stitch (over one), Tent Stitch,
Closed Herringbone, Nun Stitch, and Back Stitch. Below left is a color
diagram of the layout of each piece to give you an idea of how many
components there are, as well as the design elements to be stitched.
* The optional basket is $50, is very limited (15), but we will offer other
suggestions for alternate containers (boxes, etc.)
Kit contents include chart with full instructions for stitching and finishing
the project; 1 Fat Half of 40c or 36c Lakeside Linen's Vintage Maritime White; 12
+ full skeins of Belle Soie 12-strand overdyed silks;
size 26 and 28 tapestry needles; and a small piece of 32-count linen to practice
stitches with DMC floss.
Finishing kit contents include #12 Perle Cotton for cording, silk ribbon, 5
Mother of Pearl thread rings, 1 specialty glass rose button for large biscornu, 4
black glass faceted beads for fastening and finishing purposes, 1 glass lampwork
bead for fastening the huswif, 1 Fat Quarter of silk dupioni for finishing
purposes, Skirtex and cotton batting.

This exquisite
Sewing Set is
currently on
display in our Attic.

This is an all-day workshop with Theresa Baird, an optional class, i.e., not included in the Symposium Weekend. Registration for this class will be
accepted by email only. We will be happy to answer your questions by phone, but registrations will only be accepted by email. The baskets ares very
limited, as explained above, and receipt of your email registration will be acknowledged by email. In addition to your kit, the workshop fee includes
breakfast, lunch, and breaks. A nonrefundable deposit of $50 holds your reservation.
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January 2016 Sampler Symposium . . .

Registration and Hotel Information
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... Friday night, January 15 thru Sunday, January 17

Registrations will be accepted by email only. Each of the email addresses that you may have for me and/or the shop all work, so it is not necessary to
send more than one email. Please do not phone the shop to register. We will be happy to answer your questions by phone, but registrations will only be
accepted by email. Receipt of your email registration will be acknowledged by email, and after your email registration has been received, you will be
notified by email, sent a registration form, and asked to phone our toll-free number (1.888.94-ATTIC ~ 1.888.942.8842) with payment information if we
don’t already have it. A nonrefundable deposit of $50 completes your reservation. Space is limited by the size of the room to 49 students.
Because an email address is needed for each of you to provide additional information along the way, we are looking to email registration as the best
method for the entire process, to ensure fairness for everyone, most importantly.
I am very pleased to present the weekend faculty for this event:
Friday night, 5 - 6 PM supper ~ 6 - 9 PM, Vickie & Maegan Jennett, “Out on a Limb, A Fraktur Sampler” & Nancy Mills, Lecture &
PowerPoint Presentation + Fraktur Project
Saturday morning, 9 AM - Noon (with a morning break), “Pennsylvania German Fraktur Huswif (with Smalls)”
Saturday afternoon, 1 - 4 PM, Sampler & Fraktur Tour at San Tan Vista Manor, Vickie & Niles Jennett’s residence in Chandler, AZ
Saturday evening, 5 - ? PM, reception at The Attic, with food, refreshments including adult beverages served.
Sunday, continuation of Theresa Baird’s class, 9 - Noon, followed by our closing lunch.
Your $495 fee for the Symposium includes all classes, kits, and lectures, a light supper on Friday night, breakfast, lunch, and coffee/tea breaks on
Saturday, a Saturday night reception at the shop with refreshments and supper, and Sunday breakfast and lunch.
All classes will be held in Meeting Rooms A+B at Hyatt Place Mesa, where they have available an Attic Needlework
room block with prices of $134 for King rooms and $139 for Queen/Queen rooms. Here is their Website. Free shuttle
service to the shop is provided (airport transportation is not), so renting a car is optional and really not necessary.
Friday night, 6 - 9 PM After supper Tempe folk artist Nancy Mills will present a lecture on the History of American Fraktur that will include its
interesting roots and history, its purpose, and information on its unique use of motifs and symbols. Then Vickie & Maegan Jennett of NeedleWorkPress will
present a beautiful sampler, “Out on a Limb,” that was designed based on a Fraktur in Vickie’s father’s collection.
Then Nancy will guide us through our Fraktur project, “Birds in Tree,” a very common Fraktur image, one that most people recognize, using
Nancy’s own design, on a paper-mâché box. As an added bonus, Nancy and Vickie collaborated to convert her art into a chart that can be placed inside
the box top, then finished to mount inside the lid or as a pincushion (the pincushion materials aren’t included in your box kit.) Your finished box will be
the perfect place to house your matching necklace. Nancy has many Fraktur/Folk Art related gift items that she will offer for sale in a small boutique at the
hotel following the class. To view some of Nancy’s work, visit her Etsy shop, Five Times Blessed.
Lecture/PowerPoint Presentation on the History of
American Fraktur + Fraktur Project, “Birds in
Tree,” presented by Fraktur/Folk Artist Nancy Mills

Fraktur Sampler, “Out on a Limb,”
presented by Vickie & Maegan Jennett

Tour Preview of San
Tan Vista Manor

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Pennsylvania German Fraktur Huswif (with Smalls)

Saturday & Sunday morning, 9 - Noon We will create an “Award of Achievement for Excellence in the Art of the
Needle.” The Pennsylvania German Fraktur styled folding huswif is stitched on your choice of 36- or 40-count linen. The
smalls include two entire sets, one set for the huswif (a mattress-style pincushion, needlebook, scissors fob and ruler) and the
other with the sewing stand. The pincushion for the top of the Shaker Sewing Stand may be finished as a biscornu or
dome-shaped fitted pincushion, your choice. The majority of “A Pennsylvania German Fraktur Huswif ” is stitched using
the cross stitch, but also includes the following specialty stitches: Bullion Stitch, Closed Herringbone, Algerian Eyelet (over
10), Petite Stitch, Rhodes Heart Stitch, Trellis Stitch, and Back Stitch. The chart for the huswif is offered in two versions,
one as a huswif as intended, the second is the huswif done as a sampler to frame and hang on the wall.
Kit Contents: Full kit which includes chart with instructions and stitch diagrams, piece of 32c linen to practice stitches with
DMC thread, full and partial skeins of Belle Soie silk, and a fat quarter of Lakeside linen in participant’s choice of 40- or 36count. It will also include all finishing materials needed to assemble the pieces, including silk Dupioni lining material,
Skirtex, buttons, Warm & Gentle cotton batting, DMC Perle for cording, and a CD with pictures of the finishing process
for future reference.
Right, This stunning reproduction birdseye maple Shaker sewing stand is being reproduced by Richard Hyers and
will be available for Symposium registrants to order directly from him. Visit Mr. Hyers’ Website to read more about
this exquisite needlework accessory and place your order. The base is 5” square x 2.5” high. Height overall,
including the base, pedestal, pincushion top, and bun feet is 5 3/8”. The cost of each box will be $110 + s/h.
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Monday, January 18, 2016, 9 AM - 4 PM
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Mary Sophia’s Pennsylvania German Sewing Set
Mary Sophia’s . . . is inspired by the beautiful quilts and
traditional needlework motifs used by the Pennsylvania
Germans. The set is designed to be housed in an optional
miniature blanket chest* and consists of a quilt/thread
holder, a set of 3 stacking biscornus, ruler, scissors sheath,
and working needlebook. The working needlebook
contains a mattress-style pincushion, scissors pocket for
petite scissors, and linen needle pages. Specialty stitches
used are Petite Stitch (over one), Tent Stitch, Closed
Herringbone, Smyrna Cross, Nun Stitch, and Back
Stitch.
Kit Contents:
Chart with instructions and stitch
diagrams, size 26 & 28 tapestry needles, piece of 32count linen to practice stitches with DMC thread, 5 full
skeins of 12-strand Belle Soie overdyed silk thread, and a
fat half of 36- or 40-count Lakeside Vintage Maritime
White linen.
Finishing Kit Contents:
Instructions, diagrams, and
materials to finish each piece (Skirtex, cotton batting,
perle cotton for cording, mother-of-pearl thread rings,
and lining fabric.
* This optional Miniature Blanket Chest is custom made by Don
DuBois of The Barn Workshop. Don is an outstanding artist in
being able to give a contemporary piece the look of an aged and
distressed antique. Since each chest ordered will be a custom
piece, you will have the option of choosing your own color (Olde
Century colors) and amount of distressing. There is a lift-out tray
in each chest which will accommodate the insert design indicating
your name, date, and place of residence. Check Don’s Etsy
website here: The Barn Workshop. Price: $150.00 + S&H
* Here’s what Don tells us about this piece: This is our Trenton Miniature Blanket Chest that can be used as a stitching or
sewing box. I am sure there can be many other uses for this fine early American piece because of the large storage underneath the
removable till/tray. This chest is actually a reproduction from a picture that I received from a fellow artisan who is a Master
Teacher and designer of needlework. I have been wanting to build a nice small blanket chest and am very happy to have been given
this opportunity. This is a very striking and impressive small piece of furniture that has a variety of utilitarian value.
* Color: Model done in Cranberry Red over Lamp Black, nicely distressed primitive. The blanket chest can be
done in any combination of colors (Olde Century Colors) and degree of distressing.
* Dimensions: outside at lid(top) H- 9 3/4'' W- 14'' D- 8 1/4''

This is an all-day class with Theresa Baird, an optional class, i.e., not included in the Symposium Weekend. Registration for this class will be accepted
by email only. We will be happy to answer your questions by phone, but registrations will only be accepted by email. Receipt of your email registration
will be acknowledged by email, and you will be notified by email of the status of your registration and asked to phone our toll-free number with
payment information. In addition to your kit, the workshop fee includes breakfast, lunch, and a mid-morning break. Workshop fee, $315.
Because an email address is needed for each of you to provide additional information along the way, we are looking to email registration as the
best method for the entire process. A nonrefundable deposit of $50 completes your reservation.
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Paulette says these will be
shipping out in the next two
weeks, as they come back
from her printer, so patience,
please ...
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. . . Plum Street Samplers

Left, “Merry Two” $20, 129w x
62h, Part of The Serial Bowl
Collection and, as such, quantities
are limited ~ so fair warning:
These are hugely popular, so
reserve yours now so you won’t
be disappointed.

Above, “Merry Brew” $10, 106w x
100h
Left, another sweet tart from Jack’s
Sweet Shoppe, “Merry Ewe” $10, 77w x
69h ~ we also have the tart tins, $5
each

. . . Foxwood Crossings

From above to the right: The sweet sled ornaments ($5
each) continue to be as popular as ever ~ “Oh Holy
Night” $6 ~ “Freezing Season” $8 ~ “Stitch A Lot” $8
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. . . Abby Rose Designs
. . . Little House Needleworks

“Share the Joy of Christmas” $9
~ I LOVE this sweet little design!
Clockwise from the left:
“Sampler TreeChristmas Angel” $6 ~ “Three Snowy Hills”
$8.50 ~ “Born in a Manger” $8.50

. . . Blackberry Lane Designs

. . . Tree of Life Samplings

“Let It Snow” $12, 65w x 65h

. . . Shakespeare’s Peddler

“Pursue Thanks” $10, 112 x 195

“Alpha
bet-Pa
rlor 1
$8, 17
”
0 x 10
0
Part 2 of “Jenny Bean’s For the Parlor” $7, 170 x 100 ~ This series is to be 8 an 8chart sampler, 170w x 810h. Stitch them all, pick your favorites, or rearrange the
parts; each will be roughly the same size. Parts 3-8 are to be Noah’s Ark, The
Good Shepherd, A Verse, A Forest, A Town, and Jenny’s House. If you wish to
stitch them all, a linear cut of linen is required; charted for Sampler Threads.
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. . . Samsarah Design Studio

“Santa’s Cabinet” is a 5-part easy-to-stitch design shown on 30c linen; each segment includes the buttons. Part 1, “Elves” $15 ~ Part 2, “Mending
Kit” $15.50 ~ “Part 3, “Naughty or Nice” $17.50 ... table stand, $23 & the Merry Christmas header, $18, both in charcoal, are a special-order item.

. . . Homespun Elegance

From the left: “Do You Hear What I Hear” $9
~ “Profile Santa” $7 ~ “Cinnamon Stick
Santa XXV - Merry Noel Sampler Santa” $11

. . . Classic Colorworks
“North Woods Express” $12 is
a threadpack with 6 full skeins
of their hand-dyed cottons that
includes the complimentary
chart, and it was designed as a
companion piece to last year’s
“North Pole Express,” left below,
also available, $12.
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. . . Just CrossStitch
The magazine is no longer available, but a new DVD
with issues from 2011-2015 for our beloved Sampler
& Antique Quarterly is now available for $29.95.
And there’s also another DVD with the Just
CrossStitch Collection from 1983 - 1990 for $49.95.

. . . Hinzeit

. . . ScissorTail Designs

“Gingerbread Greetings” $14 ~ “Santa Believe”
$12 ~ “Love Snow” $12, in their Charmed Series

. . . Summer House Stitche Workes

“I Love Christmas” $8.50, 49 x 51

Right, #7 & #8 in the Fragments
in Time Series, each $4
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. . . Lindsay Lane Designs

This 5-part reproduction sampler is now complete,
with the release of Part 5, left, shipping to us this
week. Parts 1, 2 & 3 are shown above, and Part 4,
right. Below, the layout diagram is included in each
chart. The reproduction includes two palettes in
hand-dyed cottons, one in bright colors, the other
in faced colors, both featured in the various parts.
See our silk conversion, below left, to the faded
palette, as shown on the antique, below right.
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Left, our silk conversion to the faded palette, with
the linen we chose ~ right, the antique sampler.
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The ultimate gift for any needleworker, this
exquisite set from arguably the finest scissors
manufacturer in the world: 3-piece set, 4”, 5” & 6”
satin stainless steel, in Ice silver-white leather case.

Nickelp l a t e d
carbon steel
embroidery
scissors, 3
1/2” in
lavender
leather
sheath

3 1/2” nickel plated carbon
steel, curved fine tip, $43

curved tip perfect
for clipping
threads and NOT
the linen

3 1/2” stainless steel, extra
thin perfect for hardanger more on the way

3 1/2” in a satin finish,
curved fine tip, $55

Top, 3 1/2” ~ bottom, 4” black coated

4” scissors, with black coating, $53 ~ with brushed finish, $46
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“My Christmas Bell Pull”
$13, 71 x 81, includes the
sweet Santa button by
Stitched Tales
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. . . Maria Teresa/MTV Designs
And on the Way from Italy, Beautiful Christmas Accessories

Above, “Poinsettia Needleminder Magnets” $13 & “Poinsettia Thread Winder” $14

. . . Serenity Stitches

. . . Threadwork Primitives

Above, “Christmas Cuties I” $8 with 4
charming designs: Christmas Cheer, 49
x 52 ~ Christmas Love, 63 x 58 ~
Christmas Light, 55 x 55 ~ and
Christmas Need, 52 x 52

Left, “Holiday Patchwork” (here now) $10, 85w x 177h ~ Above, “Let It Snow” (coming soon) $10, 129 x 71
~ I LOVE both of these. Can’t stop stitching these smalls ... well, they’re small on 52/60. Call it addicted?
It could be worse ... my addiction, that is. And it is so very easy with the Craftlite Brighton ... see page 26!
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As you complete your stitching on this beautiful reproduction from Joanne Harvey,
please keep her in your thoughts and prayers as she recovers from pneumonia and
has, unprecedentedly, had to cancel her Williamsburg teaching this week. Needless to
say, she’s not able to work on our kit order either. We send her our very best wishes.
The sampler reproduction kit includes 32c linen and 25 hues of DMC floss.
Full directions and illustrations are given for the different embroidery
techniques as found on the original sampler, and those include Cross Stitch
and its many variations, Queen Stitch, Algerian Eye, and accents of Double
Running. If you’ve never embroidered an Examplarery reproduction before,
you will find the pages and pages of stitch diagrams and charting almost as
helpful as having Joanne there instructing you personally. Kit $79

The elegant band format found on the sampler
embroidered by Ann Almy has just been
reproduced and taught at the recent Winterthur
Museum Symposium by Joanne Harvey/The
Examplarer y. From Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation’s textile collection and documented in
Bolton & Coe’s American Samplers, this sampler was
wrought in the “English style” and belongs to the
earliest group of Newport, Rhode Island
samplers worked between the 1720’s through the
late 1760’s. The bold central floral motif,
decorative bands, numerals, dividing bands, and
verses are repeated on other examples found
during this time frame. This important early
design was worked under a still unidentified
instructress.
Ann Almy was the daughter of William
Almy and Elizabeth Cranston born in 1722. She
married Walter Chaloner in Trinity Church on
July 28, 1743. He was commander of Fort
George and then High Sheriff of the British
Colony of Rhode Island. The Chaloners were
loyalists to the English crown and evacuated to
Nova Scotia, Canada as refugees of the American
Revolution. From there they moved to St. Johns,
New Brunswick, where he became Justice of the
Peace. Together they were parents of ten
children. Ann passed away in 1808 in Canada
and is buried in St. Johns.
Joanne is continuing her research on the
Chaloners, so stay tuned for more interesting
historical information! It promises to be very
intriguing!
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Left, Carolyn’s beautiful finish
of Gigi R’s reproduction, “Lady
in Red Spinning Her Wool” ~
in Carolyn’s email forwarding
this photo, she said, “I love
stitching Gigi R designs using
your silk conversions” ~ and
we love being able to show you
this, one of my favorites that is
in my to-do basket. Love the
colors, the flowers, but the wow
factor for me is the stunning
altar that is the focal point of
this magnificent reproduction.
Below, Trudy’s stunning finish of Gigi’s
“Red Deer Sampler” stitched on 40c
Lakeside linen with our overdyed silk
conversion. Don’t you just love the border?
Typically I find that borders can be boring,
but not this one! And that amazing stag!
And all of the gorgeous shades of red!

Left, ScissorTail
Designs’ “White
Christmas” and,
below, Cherished
Stitches’ “Believe
in Magic,” both on
52/60 linen with
Gloriana Tudor silks
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If you love your needlework, enjoy its very therapeutic effects, but need help with a
better light and/or magnification, this is for you! It’s another perfect Santa gift!
Another shipment is on its way to us and should be here early next week,
and more are on their way in drop-shipments to several of you across the
country. Its features, as outlined on the box:
* LED 3-level illumination (warm - natural daylight - brilliant white)
* Internal rechargeable battery
* 110V AC Wall Adapter
* 5" diameter 2.00X rimless magnifier
* 18" flexible arm
* versatile floorstand or table-top design
* one-touch dimmer and on/off switch
* All for $160!

Craflite’s Brighton

It was almost a perfect Thanksgiving weekend, except for a few spoiler football games ~ dinner with our son, daughter-in-law, and grandchildren ~
celebrating Hannah’s 16th birthday ~ watching the Packers lose ~ and then, in the last moments of their game, Hannah’s high school football team lost
in the state championship game in their division. But a few bad football games couldn’t begin to spoil a lovely weekend! Hope yours was equally so.
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